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Introduction
Let ∇ be the Levi-Civita connection of a connected smooth m-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) . Let R(x, y) [x,y] be the associated curvature operator. The Jacobi operator J (x) : y → R (y, x) x is intimately related with the underlying geometry of the manifold. One says that (M, g) is Osserman if the eigenvalues of J (x) are constant on the sphere bundle S(M, g) of unit tangent vectors. One says that (M, g) is a local 2-point homogeneous space if the local isometries of (M, g) act transitively on S(M, g); this necessarily implies that (M, g) is Osserman. Osserman [7] wondered if the converse held; this has been called the Osserman conjecture by subsequent authors. Chi [1] and Nikolayevsky [4, 5, 6] established the Osserman conjecture if m = 16. This gives a very pretty characterization of local 2-point homogeneous spaces in terms of the geometry of the Jacobi operator.
Following ideas of Stanilov, Tsankov [8] gave a similar characterization of hypersurfaces in Euclidean space which have constant sectional curvature in terms of the Jacobi operator by showing:
In this paper, we remove the hypothesis that (M, g) is a hypersurface to characterize flat manifolds and manifolds of constant sectional curvature in terms of commutation properties of the Jacobi operator: It is convenient to work in the purely algebraic context. Let V be a real vector space of dimension m ≥ 3 which is equipped with a positive definite inner product ·, · . Let R ∈ ⊗ 4 V * be an algebraic curvature tensor on V , i.e. R has the usual symmetries of the curvature tensor:
Let R(x, y) be the associated curvature operator; R is characterized by the identity: (x, y, z, w) . 
The following two tensors will play a crucial role in our investigation. The tensor R 0 of constant sectional curvature +1 is defined by
Let be a linear endomorphism of V . If 2 = −id and if * = − , then is said to be a Hermitian almost complex structure on V . Such a exists, of course, if and only if m is even. If is a Hermitian almost complex structure on V , set:
R (x, y)z := y, z x − x, z y − 2 x, y z .
The tensors R 0 and R play a crucial role in the proof of the Osserman conjecture and also play a crucial role in our present analysis. We will derive Theorem 1.2 from the following purely algebraic assertion: THEOREM 1.3.
1. Let R be an algebraic curvature tensor. If J (x)J (y) = J (y)J (x) for all x, y, then R = 0. 2. R 0 is a Jacobi-Tsankov algebraic curvature tensor. If is a Hermitian almost complex structure on V , then R is a Jacobi-Tsankov algebraic curvature tensor. 3. If R is a Jacobi-Tsankov algebraic curvature tensor, then either R = cR 0 or there exists a Hermitian almost complex structure on V so that R = cR .
Here is a brief guide to this paper. In Section 2, we establish Theorem 1.3. In Section 3, we use Theorem 1.3 to prove Theorem 1.2.
